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ABSTRACT
The research work has been carried out to study the aerodlnamic
characteristici.e., drag coefficienttorquecoelficientetc.of a veftical axistype
six bladedSavoniusrotor. At first drag and torque characteristicsof the six
bladedSavoniusrotor are determinedby measuringthe pressuredistribution
over the convexand concavesurfacesof each blade at dffirent angle of
rotation. The experimenthas beencarried out at a Reynoldsnumber of 2xlf
in a uniform flow jet producedby an open circuit wind tunnel. The pressure
measurements
have beenmadeat 13 tappingpoints on eachtwo bladesof the
rotor. Pressureon the convexand concavesurfoceshave beenmeasuredfor
every 10" interval of rotor angle up to 360' angle of rotation. The data
obtained experimentallyhas been presentedin terms of non-dimensional
coefficients. To calculate drag force and torque in non-dimensionalform,
computerbasedsoftwarehas beenusedand the output has beensubsequently
plotted and analyzed.The effectsof individual blade and also the combined
effectsof six bladeson dffirent aerodynamiccharacteristicsare analyzedin
this research work.A quasi-steadyapproach has been appliedfor the
* Department of ME, Bangladesh university of Engineering
and Technology (BUET),
Dhaka- I 000, Bangladesh. Email : nahar_306 @yahoo.com

prediction of the dynamic performance of the rotor using the static drag and
torque coefficients. Power cofficient versus tip speedratio curve for six bladed
Suvonius rotor has been drawn. This method results in a reasonable agreement
with the measuredpower coefftcient,
Keywords: Drag Cofficient, Torque Coefficient, Wind Turbines, Tip Speed
Ratio. Wind Power.
1 INTRODUCTION
The scienceof exploitationof wind power is not a new one. For the past few
centuriespeopleare extractingenergyfrom the wind in various ways. One means
for converting wind energy to a more useful form is through the use of
windmills. Recently, due to the fuel crisis, this science is gaining more
popularity. Wind energy has become very lucrative now-a-days due to its
reliability. The European Wind Energy Association (EWEA) estimates that
between,20 GW and 40 GW of offshore wind energycapacitywill be operating
in the European Union by 2020. A fully developed European offshore wind
resourcescould deliver a capacity of several hundred GW which shows keen
interest to develop efficient and economic devices to collect energy from the
wind. Recently,the utilization of wind power is increasingin many developedas
well as under developedcountries.There are various types of windmills. The
most common one having the bladesof airfoil shapeis the horizontal axis wind
turbine. Another type is the vertical axis wind turbine with the simplicity of its
manufacture compared to horizontal axis wind turbine. Among the different
vertical axis wind turbines,the Savoniusrotor is a slow running wind machine
and has a relatively lower efficiency. Still it is being used in the developing
countries because of its simple design, easy and cheap technology for
constructionand a good startingtorque,independentof wind direction and starts
at low wind speedsII,2,3). Rigorousstudieson the performancecharacteristics
of the Savonius rotor are found in the literatures and thcse enable the
identificationof an optimum geometricalconfigurationfor practicaldesign [4, 5,
6,7,8).
Until now, on the vertical-axisSavoniuswind turbine both aerodynamicand
structural works have been done in many parts of the world. Huda et al. [9]
investigatedthe aerodynamicforces acting on a stationary S-shapedrotor and
made an attempt to predict the dynamic performancesfrom these forces. Islam et
al. [10] analyzedthe performanceof S-shapedrotor by placing a flat plate in
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front of the returning blade. ,Gavalda et al. [1ll analyzed the drag and lift
coefficient of Savoniuswind machine, in order to obtain quantitative information
about the aerodynamic performance of the Savonius rotor. However, little
attention has been given on the static and dynamic characteristics when the
number of blade of the savoniusrotor is increased.
The present researchwork is consisted of finding static drag coefficients at
the normal and tangential direction of the chord, static torque coefficient for
individual blade Co,total static torque coefficient Cq at a fixed Reynolds number
of a six bladed savoniusrotor at different angle of rotation ranging from u,: 0o to
360" by measuring the surface pressuresof blades. The quasi-steadyapproach
applied to the analysis of a Darrieus rotor has been finally considered for
predicting the performanceof the six bladed Savoniusrotor.

2 SIX BLADED SAVONIUSROTOR
The Savonius rotor was made up of three half cylinders (blade) of diameter,
d:101 mm and height H:300mm. The cylinders were made of PVC material.
The overlap distanceS was selectedto be one third of the cylinder diameter(i.e.,
S:a/d:0.3) and the central shaft had been removed. The overlap distance
selectedwas the optimum value with respect to the wind power extraction. The
whole rotor was fixed on an iron frame by using two side shafts and two ball
bearings.The pressuremeasurementswere made at 13 pressuretapping points on
eachfwo bladeswhich are shown in Fig.l.
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Figure 1: Forcesacting on blades.
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Figure 2: Schematicdiagram of wind tunnel.
The tappings wefe made with copper tubes of 1.5mm outer diameter and
lomm length which were press fitted to the tapping holes. The tappings were
located at the mid-plane of one side of each blade, so that pressuredistribution at
every 10" on the blade surface could be measured.The pressuretappings were
connectedto a inclined multimanometer (manometric fluid was water and had an
accuracy of + 0.1 mm of water column) through 2mm PVC tubes. The pressures
were measuredat every 10o interval of rotor angle so that a detailed picture of
the aerodynamicloading and torque characteristicscould be obtained.

3 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The flow velocity in the test section was kept constant at 13m/s. The
Reynoldsnurnberbasedon the rotor diameterd : 10lmm was 2x 105.The effect
of temperaturewas consideredin this experiment and the experiment was carried
out at atmospherictemperature i.e., at t:30oc, where kinematic viscosity of air
was v:1.6x10-s m'ls. Before measuringthe pressuredistributionthe mean
velocity was measuredin a vertical plane 100cm downstreamfrom the exit of the
wind tunnel (Fig.2) without placing the rotor by means of a pitot static tube
connectedto an inclined manometerwith keroseneas the manometric fluid.
The pressuredistribution over the blade surfaceswere measuredstep by step
by the multimanometer. At first, power was not supplied to the wind tunnel and
the Savonius rotor with the frame placed 100cm downstream in front of the exit
section of the tunnel on a table. Fix one blade of the rotor parallel to the free
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Figure 3: Cross-sectionaland three dimensional view of six bladed Savonius rotor.

Figure 4: Set-upof the experiment.
streamvelocity i.e. parallelto the horizontalwhich was called the referenceplane
and from this plane angle of rotation was measured.In this case,the first blade
was at 0" angle of rotation, exposingthe convex surfacein front of free steamof
air, so the otherfive bladeswere in the positionof 60o,120o,180o,
240oand 300o
angle of rotation respectively,as shown in Fig.3. The rotor was then made static
by fixing the one side shaft of the rotor with the angle fixing device (Fig.a).
Power of the tunnel then made on to flow the free streamof air with uniform
velocity over the blades of the rotor. Pressureon the convex surfaceof blades
was measuredat a parlicular rotor angle o, fixing the rotor at static condition.
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Gradually, pressureson the convex surfaces were measuredin this process for
every 10o interval of rotor angle up to 350' angle of rotation. The same steps
were performed for the measurementof the pressureon the concave surfaces.As
the six bladesofthe rotor were equally spacedof50o, so after 50o rotation ofthe
rotor the six blade took the position of the flrst, first blade took the position of
the second, second took the position of the third, third took the position of the
fourth, fourth took the position of the fifth and fifth took the position of the sixth.
So pressure distribution from 0o to 50o should have to be shown after that the
distribution repeats.
At a particular rotor angle c, the rotor bladesexperienceforces (per unit span
length) due to the pressure difference between the concave surface and the
convex surface and these forces can be resolved into two componentsFo and F,.
Since the blade surfacesare circular, F" and F, are shown in Fig.l. It was noted
that, the rotor was rotated only on the direction of the flow and the pressure
difference as made by subtracting the pressure of the convex surface from the
concave surface pressure,as maximum time of rotation the concave surface was
exposedto the free stream.
3.1 Pressure Co-efficient, Cp
Pressurecoefficient is defined as
vp

=-

P-Po
,t
|

(1)

- pU2o

Where, P-Po= Difference betweenbade and atmosphericpressurein pascal and
p = Density of air, Uo = Free streamvelocity

3.2Drag Coefficient
The drag coefficient in normal and tangential directions can be written
follows:
Fn

tr=G

(2)

10u54
c, =l!-

(3)

,ou3a
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T
To obtain the drag coefficients in the normal and tangential direction of the
chord, the values of F, and F, must be known beforehand. The values of
the
forces R and F, are obtainedby integrating the pressurefor a blades as follows:

o, =f,*

@Q=,!,*! cos
Q;n
Q;
Icos

(4)

and similarlv

o,=2*,f;sinQ,LQ,

(5)

where APl is the difference in pressureon the concave and convex surfaces
at particular pressuretapping, i. where F" is responsiblefor producing a torque
on the shaft of the rotor and this torque can be expressedfor a blade as
Torque on a blade,

(6)

3.3 Torque Coeflicient
Equation (4) can be reduced to get the torque coefficient for a single
blade at
a particular rotor angle as

=* ^"ry"*, =c,(a)xffi
cq(d)
=c,(o)*ffi
pu6
;

Cq(d)=C,@)8

(7)

The total static torque coefficient produced on the rotor shaft
by the six
blades can be expressedas follows:
(d-a)

(\+h+Fa+FA+F.
CQ

_
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lC,(a)+ C,(a+60.)
I
(t -tlCn =l + C,(a +120")
+ C, (a+ 180o)l,
(8)
(2- s)'
l+ c,(a +24o1+q (a+300")l
Where C"( a), Co( c+60.),C"( c+120b),Co( a+1g0o),Co( a+240"),
and
c"(cr+300')refer to the dragcoefficientsof the frst, second,third, four,
five and
six bladerespectivelyat rotor angleo.
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3.4 Power Coefficient
C'n= Cr(q)x(VrrlU)'

(e)

C'n(60+
a) = Cn(60+
a)x1v*rfU)2

(10)

= C,(120+a)xlvntf
c',(120+a)
u;2

( 11 )

C'n$80+
a) = Cn(I80+
a)xlvnoltl,)z

(r2\

C'n(240+
a) = C,(240+a)x1q*,f U')2

(13)

+ a) = C,(300+a)x1q,uf U,12
C'n(300

(14)

Powercoefficientat o,.
Ce@) = Ca(a))
(ts)
A computer prograrnme was performed to calculate the power coefficient
(Cp) using the value of the component of relative velocity Vy along Uo and static
normal drag coefficient C,(a) for three different tip speedratio l, with the help of
equations (7) to (12).The program output gave three sets of dynamic torque
coefficients and power coefficient and finally three average value of power
coefficient Cpu"".
Power coefficient vs. tip speed ratio of the present prediction and the
previous researchers'prediction were plotted on the samegraph for analysis.

4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The resultsof experimentalinvestigationconductedfor the wind tunnelflow
over the six bladedSavoniusrotor. The resultsof the pressuredistributionover
the convexand concavesurfacesof eachbladeat differentangleof rotationare
analyzedfirst. Nature of the drug and static torque characteristicsare also
analysed.This topic includesthe analysisof pressuredistribution,normal drag
coefficient(C), tangentialdragcoefficient(C,),torquecoefficient(Co),and total
statictorquecoefficient(Cq).
4.1 Pressure Distribution
The pressuredistributionsover the surfacesof the bladeswere measuredat
every 10o interval of the rotor angle between0o ( o < 50'. The results are
presented
in the(Fig.5-10).
At rotor angleo,=0o(Fig. 5) as the flow accelerates
over the leadingedgeof
the convexsurfaceofthe first blade,the pressuredecreases
up to qr=67.5'. The
flow separationoccursat 91=67.5oby an adversepressuregradienton the frst
blade of the convex surfaceand becomesnegativevalue. After that pressure
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smoothly increasesfrom pressuretapping angle <pr=67.5'to gr= 180o.The
pressureincreasesto positive value from gz = 0o to <p2=22.5o for the second
blade and then decreasesfrom <p2=22.5o
to 92=67.5" to negativevalue. From rp2
=6'1.5" to <p2=180o, pressure again increases.On the third blade, pressure
decreasesin the negativevaluesbetween gz=22.5" to rp,={5" and then pressure
remains constant. Whereas, on the fourth blade pressure decreasesfrom ga
=22.5" to rpo={5" and after that it remainsalmostconstant.However, on the fifth
blade pressureincreasesfrom 95 =0o to gs =45o and then decreasesfrom rp5-40o
to qr =!9" and then again it increasesfrom rp5=90o. On the sixth blade pressure
increasesfrom eo=0" to es=22.5oand decreases
from ge =22.5" to gu={5o un4
after 96=45o it startedincreasingto positive value.
Considering the concave surface of the first blade pressure remains
approximately constant. On the second blade, pressurefluctuates slightly in
positive values from 92 =0" to gz =67.5". From the pressuretapping angle rp2
=67,5" to q2 -180', pressureslightly increases.In the case of the third blade
pressure remains constant from 93 =0" to g: =90o and then decreasesup to rp3
=135". From <p3
=135o to 93 =l$6o, it slightly increases.However, on the fourth,
fifth and sixth blades pressureremains almost constantvalue from g =0o to q
= I 80o.
At rotor angle a=10' (Fig. 6) pressureon the convex surface of the first
blade decreasesup to 91 -67.5'. The flow separationoccurs at r{r=67.5o by an
adversepressuregradient on the first blade on the convex surface and becomes
negative.The pressureincreasesafter 91=67.5" to ql -180o. On the secondblade
pressureincreasesto positive value from gz =0" to 92=225" and then decreases
from q2-22.5" to rpr=67.5'to negativevalue.From the pressuretapping angleq2
=67.5" to rp2=90o, pressureagain increases.Again, pressuredecreasesfrom gz
=90o to gz=112.5" and then increasesfrom 92 =112.5" to 92=180'. Whereas,on
the third blade pressureincreasesfrom g: =0o to 93 =22.5o and then pressure
decreasesto negative value from gz =225o to rp, =67.5o. Again, pressure
increasesfrom q3 =67.5" to 93-135'and after gr=135o to the pressuretapping
angle qr=l$Oo pressureremainsconstant.On the fourth blade, pressureremains
almost constant. In the case of the fifth blade, pressureincreasesfrom <p5=0o to
es =180o smoothly.The pressureincreasesfrom 96=0o to ee=112.5oon the sixth
blade and then decreasesfrom ge =112.5" to rp6-180' and reachesto negative
value.
The pressureremains approximately constant on the concave surface of the
first blade. On the secondblades pressurefluctuatesslightly in positive values
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from gz =0o to rQ2=67.5".Again from pressuretapping angle q2=67.5oto rpz
=180o, pressureremains constant.On the third blade, pressurecoefficient Co*
fluctuatesslightly. It is found that on the fourth, fifth and sixth blade, pressure
distributionover the concavesurfacesshowsthe samecharacteristicsas for c=Oo.
From the (Fig. 7) at rotor angle u,=20o,it is found that the pressureon the
convex surface of the first blade decreasesfrom qr=6o to gr=$7.5o. The flow
separationoccurs at 9p67.5" by an adversepressuregradient on the first blade
of the convex surfaceand becomesnegativevalue. The pressureincreasesfrom
{p;67.5" to 9r=136o.For the secondblade, pressureincreasesto positive value
from rpz=0o to ey =22.5o and then decreasesfrom <p2=22.5o to 92 =SJ.5o 16
negativevalue and pressureagain increasesfrom gz=67.5"to <pt=l3go.Whereas,
on the third' blade pressuredecreasesfrom rpr=0oto q3-67.5o and then again
pressureincreasesfrom rp3-67.5oto gr=180o. However, on the fourth blade
pressureremainsalmost constant.But on the fifth blade pressureincreasesfrom
gs=Ooto gs=67.5" smoothly. Then from pressuretapping angle 9r=67.5" to
gs=90opressuredecreasesand again increasesfrom <p5-90'to rp5-180o.For the
sixth blade pressureincreasesfrom 96-0o to 96-112.5" and decreasesin the
rangeof pressuretappingangle ge=I12.5"to g6-180oand reachesto the negative
value.
It is found that on the concavesurfaceof the first blade pressurefluctuates
slightly. However, on the second blade pressureremains almost constant at
atmosphericlevel. For the third blade,the pressurecoefficient Co*decreasesfrom
g:=0o to gz=67.5"and increasesin the range of gz=67.5"to rp3-135"and then
remains almost constant.Whereas,on the fourth, fifth and sixth blade, pressure
distribution over the concave surface shows the same characteristicsat rotor
angleof ct=10".
When the rotor angle a,=30o(Fig. 8), the pressureon the convex surface of
the first blade decreasesfrom gr=0o to gF67.5o. The flow separationoccurs at
g167.5o by an adversepressuregradienton the first blade of the convex surface
and becomesnegative value. Pressureincreasesfrom 91-67.5o to tpr=190o.On
the second blade, pressuredistribution over the convex surface shows the same
characteristicsas for a=2O". It is found that pressuredecreasesfrom <pr=g"1e
gz=67.5"on the third blade. Then pressureincreasesin the negativevalue from
gF6'7.5" to q3-135o and remains constant. On the fourth blade, pressure
to rpa=67.5o
and increasesfrom <pa=67.5o
to rpa=135oand
decreasesfrom <po=go
then remains almost constant. Whereas, on the fifth blade pressure increases
from qrr=goto q5-67.5o smoothly. It decreasesfrom rpr=67.5"to gs=90o and
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again increasesfrom gs=90oto,<pr=136o.
On the sixth blade,pressuredistribution
over the convex surfaces shows the same characteristicsas for a=20o with
slightly different in the separationpoint.
In case of the concavesurfaceof the first blade pressurefluctuatesslightly.
On the secondblade pressureremainsconstantat atmosphericlevel. On the third
blade, the Co* decreasesfrom gr=go to q3-67.5o.It increasesfrom g:=67.5' to
g:=135' and then remainsconstant.The pressuredistribution on the fourth and
fifth blade over the concave surfaces shows the same characteristicsas for
o.=20o.However, on the sixth blade pressureslightly decreasesin negativevalue
from qr=Ooto <p=139".
Considering the rotor angle o=40" (Fig. 9), the pressureon the convex
surface of the first blade decreasesup to gr=67.5' and then increase from
9t67.5" to qr=180o. On the second blade, pressuredecreasesfrom <pr=6o16
gz=67.5oand then increasesfrom rpr=67.5oto gz=180o. On the third blade,
pressure decreasesfrom q3-67.5o to g:=90o and increasesfrom e:=90" to
gs=I80o. But on the fourth blade, pressurefluctuatesslightly betweeng+=0oto
to 95-135"
e+=180'. Whereas,on the fifth blade,pressureincreasesfrom <prr=6o
smoothly and decreasesfrom gs=135oto rp5-180o.For the sixth blade, pressure
at first increasesfrom 96-0o to 96-22.5" and then decreasesfrom <p6-22.5"to
ga=67.5".Again, pressureincreasesfrom 96-67.5o to gu=135" pressuretapping
angle and again starteddecreasingfrom qu=llJo.
For the concavesurfaceof the first bladepressurefluctuatesslightly. But on
the secondblade pressureremains constantat atmosphericlevel. However, on
the third blade, pressuredistribution over the concavesurfacesshows the same
characteristicsas for c,=30o.On the fourth blade, pressuredistribution over the
concavesurfacesshowsthe samecharacteristicsas for a=ZO".On the fifth blade,
pressurecoefficientC*remains almostconstantfrom 9=6o to q-180'.
When the rotor angle a=50o (Fig. f0) pressureon the convex surfaceof the
first blade decreasesfrom gr=9" to gt=67.5o. The flow separationoccurs at
{p;6'7.5" by an adversepressuregradienton the first blade of the convex surface
and then increasesfrom gr=$/.5" to e1=180o.On the second blade pressure
decreasesfrom 9r=6o to qy-67.5o and increasesfrom ez=67.5"to 92=135" un4
then it again decreases.But on the third blade, pressuredistribution over the
convex surface shows the samecharacteristicsas for c=40o. On the fourth blade
pressure fluctuates between qn=po to g+=180o.Whereas, on the fifth blade
pressureincreasesfrom 95=6oto g5-135' smoothlyand decreasesfrom gs=135o
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to rpr=139".On the sixth blade pressuredecreasesfrom gu=6oto 96=S7.5oun4
from rpu=135".
then it increasesfrom gu=$/.5" to rp6-135oand againdecreases
The pressurefluctuatesslightly on the concavesurfaceof the first blade. But
on the secondand third blades pressurecoefficient C* remains constantfrom
q=0o to g=180o. On the fourth and fifth blades, same nature of pressure
distribution prevail on the concave surfacesas for u=20". In case of the sixth
blade,pressurecoefficientC* increasesslightly with compareto c,=50o.
The pressuredistribution over the surfacesfor angle of rotation from c=60o
to 110o,from a=120" to 170",from a=180oto 230o,fromu=240" to 290o,and
as for o,=0oto 50o.
from a=300" to 350", showsthe samecharacteristics
4.2 Normal Drag Coefficient
Normal drag coefficient, Cn of an individual blade effect of six bladed rotor
is shown in (Fig. 11(a)) for different rotor angles.For the flow over the six
bladed system, considering a single blade the normal drag coefficient C"(a)
decreaseswith the increase of the rotor angle from c=0" to 10o, and then
increasesup to 130'. From a=130" to 210", drag coefficient C"(a) decreases
linearly. Between cl=0o to 180", drag coefficient Cn(o), is positive for a rotor
angleof a=l10o to 180oand reachesits maximumvalueat u=130o.The valueof
from a=300" to 320". After
Cn increasesfrom a=210" to 300" and then decreases
that it slightly rises up to a=330o.From a=330o,the value of C, sharply falls till
a=360o.Therefore,positive torque is availablebetweena,=110oto 200'and
a=220" to 340". Negative torque is availablebetweeno=0" to 100o,a=210o and
o=350o to a=360o. Therefore, the drag coefficient C"(o) for the first blade
contributesfor the torque production,is negativefor a rotor angle of 0o to 50o
and reachesits maximum value at o,=50o.Drag coefficient Cn(a) for the second
blade is favourablefor productionof positive as well as negativetorque. In the
case of the third blade it is positive which is in favour of positive torque
production.The drag coefficient for the fourth blade producespositive torque as
well as negativetorque. The drag coefficient C"(a) for the fifth blade is positive,
which is in favour of positive torque production.The drag coefficient C"(u) for
the sixth blade,is in favour of positivetorqueproductionas well as negative.
Normal drag coefficient, Cn with six blade combined effect is shown in
(Fig. 11(b)) for different rotor angles. Drag coefficient Co increaseswith the
increaseof the rotor angle from c,=0oto a=20o,and then decreasesup to o,=600.
The systemrepeatsfrom o,=60oto d,=110o,
o=120oto c,=170o,
a=180oto cr=230o,
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a=240" to a=290", and a=300oto a=350". In the six bladedsystem,the Cn rises
and falls sharply.
4.3 Tangential Drag Coefficient
Tangential drag coefficient, C1 of an individual blade effect of six bladed
rotor is shown in (Fig. l2(a)) for different rotor angles. For the six bladed
system,on the first blade, the tangentialdrag coefficient C1decreaseswith the
increaseof rotor angle from o,=0oto 10o, and then increasesup to 30'. The
tangentialdrag coefficient, C1falls slightly from cr=30oto ct=40o,and increases
up to 130o.The drag coefficient decreasesfrom o=130oto u,=210oand increases
from a=210o to a=280o. From a,=280" it increasestill a=320" and remains
constantat to cr=330o.The drag coefficient,Cl decreasessharplyfrom o=330oto
u,=350oand then remainsconstantto a=360o.Positivethrust is availablebetween
110' to 200" and 210oto 330" angleof rotation.Negativethrust is availablefrom
0o to 100o, at 2l0o and 340o to 360" angle of rotation. Therefore, the drag
coefficient C(u) for the first blade which contributesfor thrust productionin the
supportof the rotor, is negativefor the rotor angle0o to 50o.The drag coefficient
C(a) for the secondblade,producespositive as well as negativethrust.The drag
coefficient C,(a) for the third blade, is in favour of positive thrust production.
The drag coefficient C(o) for the fourth blade,producespositive thrust as well as
negative.Drag coefficient C,(o) for the fifth blade is positive, i.e. it is in favour
of positive thrust production.The drag coefficientC(a) for the sixth blade, is in
favour of positive thrust as well as negativethrust production.
Tangentialdrag coefficient, C1with six bladescombined effect is shown in
(Fig. 12(b)) for different rotor angles. Drag coefficient C, increaseswith the
increaseof the rotor angle from c,=Ooto o,=20o,and then decreasesup to o=600.
The systemrepeatsfrom c=60" to c=l10o, c=120" to c,=170o,a=180oto c,=230",
u=240" to a=290". and a=300" to a=350o.

4.4Torque Coefficient
Torque coefficient, Co with individual blade effect of six bladed rotor is
shown in (Fig. 13(a)) for different rotor angles.Consideringthe flow over the
six-bladedsystem,on the first blade,the torquecoefficient,Co increaseswith the
increaseof the rotor anglefrom c=Ooto 10", and then increasesup to 130'. From
this point the drag coefficient increasesup to 210'. Betweeno=0" to c=100", the
torque coefficient Co(u,),is positive for a rotor angleof o=0o to 100" and reaches
its maximum value at c=10o. The coefficient decreasesfrom a--2I0" to 300". It
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increasesfrom o=330oto c,=360o.Therefore,the positive torque is availablefor a
rotor angle of o,=0oto 100" at2I0" and from a=340oto 360". Negative torque is
availablefor a rotor angle of a=l10o to 200", and from u=220" to o=330o.It is
observedthat the first blade produceshighest torque among the six blades.For
the six-bladedsystem,the nature of this curve is oppositeto that of the normal
drag coefficient, Co with the individual blade effect, which is responsiblefor
producing torque. The different is that the value of torque coefficient is smaller
than normal drag coefficient with individual bladeeffect.
Total static torque coefficient, Co with six blades vane rotor is shown in
(Fig. 13(b)) at different rotor angles.For the six-bladedsystem,the natureof the
curve repeatsafter 50' angle of rotation like that of the normal drag coefficient
due to combined effect. The value of torque coefficient is smaller than that of
normal drag coefficient with combined blade effect. And total static torque
coefficient is positive where normal drag coefficient for combinedblade effect is
negative value. Here the total static torque decreaseswith the increaseof the
rotor angle up to o=20o.From this point the coefficient Co increasestill c=60o.
Then the curve repeats.The curve repeatsfrom c,=60oto c=110o, a=120" to
cr=170o,a=180oto o,=230o,a=240" to cr=290",and o=300oto a=350o.
4.5 Power Coefficient
The predictedpower coefficientsfor different tip speedratios are shown in
(Fig. la) along with the measureddata of Ogawa & Yashida [8] and Islam et. al.
[12]. The rotor of Ogawa & Yashida,Islam et al have the sameoverlap ratio of
the one considered in this study. The predicted power coefficient matches
qualitatively with the measureddata, but shows a great deviation. The power
coefficient valueshavebeenfound in between0.02 to 0.157.
Accordingly, it has been observedfrom the comparisonsgraph shown in
(Fig.15) that the value of power coefficient (Cp) with the six bladed effects in
this study coincideswith the valuesof power coefficient in the literaturestudies.
As seenin figure, the maximum power coefficient has been obtainedaround 0.9
value of tip speedratio (1")for all arrangements.The present prediction method
assumesa potential vortex, however, in reality the flow field around a rotating
rotor is governed by time dependentshear layers, separatedflows and high
turbulencelevels. Furthermore,the wake has not been consideredin the present
study.
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Figure 11(a): Normal Drag Coefficient with Individual blade effect (6 bladed rotor).
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5 CONCLUSIONS
In the dynamic part of this research work, the power coefficient (Co) was
calculatedusing the value of the componentof relative velocity V*, along the
free stream velocity Uo, and the static normal drag coefficient Cnfor different tip
speedratio, 1".From the study, and results of this researchwork, the following
conclusionscan be made:
(i) It is concludedfrom the presentwork that flow separationtakesplace over
the convex and concave surfaces of the blade and location of such
separationpoint dependson the rotor angle.
(ii) The nature of the torque coefficient is opposite to that of the normal drag
coefficient on the individual blade of the bladed vane type rotor. This
contributes significantly for producing torque. The value of torque
coefficient is smaller than that of normal drag coefficient experiencedwith
individual blade.
(iii) Total static torque coefficients for six bladed Savonius rotor at different
rotor angle were analyzedin the presentresearchwork. In this case,it is
found that the curve repeats after 5O'angle of rotation like that of the
normal drag coefficient due to combined effect. And the value of torque
coefficient is smaller than that of normal drag coefficient as a result of the
combined effect. The torque is always positive for six bladed Savonius
rotor.
(iv) It is concluded from the performance graph of the present study that six
bladed vane type rotor provides more power than comparatively other two,
three, four and five bladed vane type rotor. In other words, more blades
meant more power. However, there is an optimum limit depending on the
diameter of the rotor, and size and shapeof the blades,etc.
(v) For study of dynamic characteristics,the measuredpower coefficients (Cp)
for different tip speedratio (1")of the present researchwork matches with
the nature of the theoretical Cp vs. l" curve. Comparing with the existing
measured data, present study agrees well with the curve of the research
works. By comparing with the previous existing work and present
predicted research work it is observed that the increase in the number of
blades makes the nature of the Cp vs. )' curve steeper. Thus it can be
concludedthat by increasingthe number of blades,the power output can
also be increased.
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